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A Latina born and raised in a one block radius in Passaic, NJ, Marisol had 

an amazing childhood with the neighboring children with whom she 

remains friends with till this day. Then life happens, everyone grows up 

and go on their merry way.  As an adult and in her spare time she would 

write short stories as a hobby that became a rewarding passion.  

Recognizing that our children need to see more multi-cultural and 

bilingual books with characters that represent them; her first book The 

Princess and the Chocolate Castle incorporates English and Spanish 

translations on the same page.  She believes installing Bilingual fictional 

reading entices the imagination giving power of creation while 

practicing a second language.   With the lively imagination from her 

daughter, niece, and nephews and their passion for reading it was a very 

easy process to bring her daughter's made-up childhood stories to life. 
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The Princess and the Chocolate Castle 
is a story in English and Spanish 

about a lonely Princess who lived in a 
chocolate castle looking for someone 

to share her chocolate with. 

Book includes Princess Nayaleena's 
favorite, easy to make chocolate 

recipes. English and Spanish 
translations are on the same page. 



About the Book 
 

Christmas at the Chocolate Castle 
 is a take on Twas the night before Christmas 

but at the Chocolate Castle. 
 

The Princess is startled by Santa when he fell 
off his sleigh. She invites him in and they have 

some brownies and hot chocolate. This fun 
Children's Christmas Picture Book is a spin off 

of the Princess and the Chocolate Castle. 
 
 



About the Book 

Pedro and the Puzzle Palace 
  

Pedro only wanted to play but never did he 
imagine he had to play to find his way.  You see, 
there was a reason for the puzzles in the Puzzle 

Palace. The King had to prepare the young Prince 
for his future position as King.  He learned how 
to deal with fears and challenges placed on his 
path to focus on the true prize.  Getting to the 
prize gave him the confidence he needed by 

practicing patience and concentration. 


